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PREf.-hCE 
The objective of this study is to identify\he technological and economic factors involved 
in the inlplementation of a navi.gation/traffic control satellite system that would provide 
for efficient and safe operation of aircraft and ships over ocean areas by 1975. 
Organization of Final Report 
The final report of the Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite :Mission Study prepared by 
RCA is comprised of four volumes. 
VolUlne I i8 a summary of the study and presents in concise form the objectives and 
results of the overall effol~t. 
Volume II describes the candidate navigation/traffic control satellite systems which 
were investigated and compared, and documents the performance and cost analyses 
which were conducted in order to select a preferred system concept. 
VOlU111e III presents the mechanization of the preferred system after detailed trade-off 
analyses of various alternatives for the major elements and sUbsystems. Prelilninary 
designs of the user equipments, spacecraft, and ground stations are described. The 
results of a performance analysis of the selected systenl, and cost estimates of an 
operational syste111 configuration are tabulated. 
Volume IV describes (1) the critical technology areas requiring further developmen~, 
(2) a recommended experimental spacecraft and program for demonstrating the feasi-
bility of the system concept in an operational environment, (3) the economic factors 
for developing and implementing the system for the North Atlantic and Globally, (4) 
the expanded coverage and growth capabilities of the system, and (5) the additional 
applications for which the system can be used. 
Contributors to the Study 
This report represents a concerted effort by RCA personnel from (1) the Systenls 
Engineering, Evaluation and Research (SEER) group, who led the technical effort and 
perfornled the overall system!s analyses; (2) the Astro-Electronics Division (AED) , 
\\'ho analyzed and designed the spacecraft and (3) the Aerospace Systems Division 
(ASD) , who analyzed and designed the user equipments. 
The principal RCA participants in this study were Michael W. Mitchell, Program 
Manager and Technical Director; Harry Rose and Leroy Tangradi, RF Design and 
Communications; Brian Stockwell, Space System DeSign and Integration; Carl Heldwein 
and Gerald Zerfas, User Equipments; William Lindm.'.fer, Spacecraft Systems; Sajjad 
Durrani, Phased Arrays; Frank Taylor, Space Communications; Alfred Smith, Signal 
Processing; Morris Levinson, Er'r0r Analysis; and Jerome Barnla and Jack Breckman, 
Consultants. 
Grateful acknowledgement is made for the suggestions and critiques of Mr. Ernest 
Steele, NASA-ERC Technical Monitor, and Mr. Eugene Ehrlich of NASA, Headquarters. 
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Section 1 
INTRODU CTION 
Navigation and traffic control requirements for civil aircraft and marine vessels 
traveling over international waters have been the subject of several surveys and studies 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Federal Aviation Agency, De-
partlnent of COln111erce, and other interested agencies. The particular concern of 
these investigations was to detennine what new systems and procedures were required 
to provide adequate traffic coordination and safety during the next decade and beyond. 
The Final Report of the Ad Hoc Joint Navigation Satellite COlnmittee (JNSC) offers a 
distillation of the survey data and draws conclusions which are very pertinent today. 
These can be smnmarized as follows: (1) A need exists for a 1110re efficient air traf-
fic control or coordination systenl over the North Atlantic within a few years. A de-
sirable feature would be an independent aircraft position fix capability by air traffic 
control centers. (2) Improved cOln111unications between shore-based stations and ve-
hicles on and over ocean areas is a current need. (3) Economic benefits would accrue 
from an ilnproved worldwide navigation/traffic control system. (4) The application of 
satellite systenls to fulfill these needs appears very promising for the 1970 period and 
beyond. 
The basic goal of the Navigation/Traffic Control (Nav /TC) Satellite Mission Study, in 
light of the above considerations, is a practical solution of the traffic control problem 
for aircraft and ships over open ocean areas by 1975. The North Atlantic Ocean is the 
area of prilnary concern, although the solution is applicable to worldwide coverage. 
Technical and econOlnic factors are identified for the implementation of a Nav /TC 
satellite system which will provide capabilities for vehicle position fixing, by remote 
ground stations and by user navigators themselves, data and voice transfer services, 
and such additional applications as search and rescue, collision avoidance and ocean-
ography. The Inajor elements of the system include satellites, user equipments, and 
ground stations. 
1-1 
The study was divided into three principal phases of work as indicated below: 
1-2 
1. Identification and analyses of candidate systems leading to the selection of 
the most effective systeln. 
II. Performance analysis of the selected system and equipment identification, 
including support equipment requirements. 
III. Identification of critical technology areas, recommendation of experiments, 
and analyses of costs for research, development, and implementation. 
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Section 2 
MISSION REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS 
. A smnlnary of the technical requirements and projections for the Nav ITC Satellite 
Systeln is shown in Table 2-1. Priorities indicate that ilnplementation of a reliable, 
continuously operational air traffic monitoring and control system for the North Atlan-
tic by 1975 is of prilnary ilnportance. Two-way voice and data cOlnmunications would 
be a necessary adjunct for conveying traffic control instructions and meeting elnerg-
encies. A navigation service for the passive user is another basic feature of the over-
all system requirements. Marine users, in particular, would be attracted to a low 
cost navigation and voice cOlnmunication service covering the Atlantic Ocean. 
TABLE 2-1. MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
Function: 
Coverage: 
Availability: 
Implelnentation: 
Position Fix Accuracy: 
Growth Potential: 
Additional Services: 
Independent Position Monitoring 
Passive Navigation 
Data Communications 
Voice Communications 
North Atlantic From 20 0 to 70 0 N. Lat. 
Continuous 
1975 
1 nmi 
Evolutionary 
- Increased Traffic 
- Increased Coverage 
Search and Re s cue 
Oceanogr:lphic 
Collision Avoidance 
The designation of 20 oN. to 70 oN. latitude as the southern and northern boundaries 
for a North Atlantic sector was arrived at through an investigation of the location of 
the important travel routes between Europe and the United States. 
2-1 
Table 2-2 provides a model of the number of potential users by 1975 and the maxiIumu 
position fix rate applicable to the traffic monitoring function. This luodel was con-
structed from several NASA, FAA, ICAO and l\iaritime Adluinistration (Dept. of 
Commerce) reports in addition to the JNSC findings. (1) It was substantially verified in 
recent discussions with personnel from these agencies. The peak periods for aviation 
traffic centered around the morning and afternoon hours (New York time). The luarine 
projections were based on a liberal interpretation of potential users of a reporting 
service similar to AMVER. An attractive feature of marine luonitoring is the .prospect 
that it will not add to the peal{ traffic fix rate requirements of the system since it can 
be performed during the off-peak hours of the aviation service. Thus, the system can 
have a more uniform utilization rate overall. 
TABLE 2-2. NORTH ATLANTIC TRAFFIC :MONITOR MODEL FOR 1975 
User Type Peak Position Fix Total Traffic (No.) Interval (Min.) Rate (No. /Hr.) 
Aircraft: 
SST's 20 3 400 
Subsonic 170 10 1020 
1420 
Marine: 
Merchant 4300 l/D~y 4300/Day 
Other 600 4/Day 2400/Day 
-
6700/Day 
(1)"Final Report of the Ad Hoc Joint Navigation Satellite Committee", May 1968. 
"Interim Scientific Report - Phase Difference Navigation Satellite Study", RCA, 
Moorestown, N. J. June 1967. (NAS 12-509), Section 3 
"Navigation/Traffic Control Satellite Mission study", NASA ERe, Request for 
Proposal No. 67-723. 
2-2 
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Section 3 
CANDIDA TE SYSTEMS 
. The {,!andidate Nav /TC satellite systellls selected for analysis and evaluation are listed 
below: 
Measureluent 
Satellite Technique Parameters 
1. Two Baseline Interferoll1eter Two Angles 
II. Spinning Interferonleter Two Angles 
III. S\vept Fan Beallls T\vo Angles 
IV. Synthetic Interferometer Two Angles 
V. Pulse Ranging Two Ranges 
VI. Tone Ranging Two Ranges 
VII. Hyperbolic Ranging Two Range Differences 
All of these systems were analyzed primarily for the traffic monitoring 1110de. The 
direction of the HF links was from ground control center to satellite to user vehicle 
and back h,' ,,,,atellite to ground control center. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic of a 
typical SySteIll configuration. For those candidates where more than one satellite 
is required, the return transmissions from a user are relayed through all the satellites 
in the system. 
Figure 3 -2 shows a. Simplified sketch of each system configuration depicting the num-
bel' of ground stations and RF links involved in each. The satellite tracking stations 
fOrlll a silllple trilateration network employing ranging transponders. Also, it was 
assUllled that altitude data was supplied to the Ground Control C,enters by the users. 
3-1 
~TC - TRAFFIC CONTROL 
r-" 
I BJ ~-~--"" 
I /] 
GCC - GROUND CONTROL CENTER 
CS - CALIBRATION AND/OR TRACKING STATION 
Figure 3-1. Typical Traffic Monitoring Operations 
A brief description of each system concept follows: 
System I employs a single synchronous equatorial satellite as a platform for a set of 
interferometers. RF signals are tr&'nsponded by a user to the satellite and enter the 
interferometers. Each interferometer provides an angle measurement from satellite 
to user. Two long baseline interferometers are required for a position fix, and two 
short baseline interferometers are required to rE~solve lane ambiguities, 
System II employs a single synchronous equatorial satellite, carrying a single inter-
ferometer spinning about an axis coincident with the local earth vertical. An RF signal 
from a user is received at the satellite and the spin modulated interferometer signal 
provides data for determining two angles from the satellite to user. 
System III employs a synchronous equatorial satellite spinning about the pitch axis as 
a platform for two approximately orthogonal fan beams which sweep the Earth. The 
orientation of each beam when it receives an RF signal from a user provides an angle 
3-2 
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IV - SYNTHETIC 
INTERFEROMETER 
VII - CW TONE RANGE·DIFFERENCE 
1/ ~ n ~ ~ tg 
rcsJ II - SPINNING INTER· 
FEROMETER 
V - PULSE RANGING 
S - SATELLITE 
1/ ~u fl---u--
8 ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
III - SWEPT FAN BEAMS 
VI - CW TONE RANGING 
GCC - GROUND CONTROL. CENTER 
CS - CALIBRATION AND/OR TRACKING STATION 
Figure 3 -2. Candidate Systems Configurations 
3-3 
measurement from the satellite to the user. Two such angles, one frOln each fan 
beam, provides a position fix. 
System IV utilizes moving satellites in inclined synchronous orbits to simulate very 
long baseline interferometers. RF signals from a nser are received by each of two 
satellites and are monitored over an interval of tilne as the satellites move relative 
to the user. Each spacecraft thus generates a "synthetic" baseline. The phase dif-
ferences experienced during the interval provide angle measurements from each 
satellite to the user. Two satellites moving approximately orthogonal to each other 
provide two angle measurements for a position fix. The satellite constellation for 
North Atlantic coverage requires 4 to 5 spacecraft. 
System V employs two synchronous equatorial satellites as ranging platforms. The 
time required for an RF pulse to traverse from each satellite to a user and back pro-
vides a range measurement from satellite to user. Two ranges provide sufficient 
data for a position fix. 
System VI is identical to System V with the exception that range is determined by 
Ineasuring the phase difference of a CW tone between each satellite and user. 1\10re 
than one tone is required to resolve lane ambiguities. 
System VII employs pairs of satellites in inclined synchronous orbits and satellite to 
user range differences are measured. Two pairs of satellites (three satellites) are 
sufficient for two range-difference measurements and hence for a position fix. The 
satellite constellation for North Atlantic coverage requires 4 to 5 spacecraft. 
Where practical, each of the systen'ls was optimized to meet the following require-
ments and normalizing assumptions: 
3-4 
1. User functions were minimized to keep down equipment costs and complexity. 
The user equipment represents the only items which would be produced in 
quantity, and sold on the commercial market. As such, the cost of user equip-
ment is important to the overall comparison criteria. Also, the user antelma 
was assumed to have hemispherical beam coverage to avoid the necessity for 
switching in mid-ocean passage. 
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2. Satellite Nav/TC designs were kept as shnple as possible, consistent \~,rith 
the candidate systeln concept requirements and high reliability considerations. 
Earth coverage antennas were postulated for all satellite designs. 
3. The FAA defines the basic traffic control systeln function as one in which the 
traffic control center obtains .position locations of aircraft independent of cock-
pit derived position fixes. This was interpreted to Inean independent of the 
systen1 used by the pilot for navigation purposes. The interface between the 
cockpit and the Nav/TC equipment may not be entirely clean or separate. 
For instance, altitude data for the TC center was obtained froll1 an aircraft 
altilneter. In any event, it \vas recognized that the Nav /TC user equipment 
ll1USt rely as little as possible on other aircraft instrUlnentation, and be very 
reliable. 
4. Consistent with items 1, 2 and 3 above, the traffic control cOlnputational 
equiplnent for each candidate system was placed at the ground control center . 
.---
5. Each systeln was required to Ineet a nominal user position accuracy of 1. 0 nn1i 
(1 cr). Equip111ent changes and penalties for obtaining 0.1 nmi (1 cr) accuracy 
were to be identified. 
6. Aircraft altilneter data available to every TC system was assumed to be suf-
ficiently accurate as to Ineet altitude separation requirements. 
7. Passive navigation capabilities were examined for each candidate system, and 
the attendant penalties over the TC mode in additional equipment, RF links, 
etc., were identified. 
8. The postulated voice cOlnmunication subsystem pa.ckage was identical for each 
of the candidate Nav/TC systems, and.as such was not included in the com-
parisons since the same penalty in power, weight, etc. accrued to each 
system. The final selection verified that this approach was practical. 
9. The satellite constellations selected for each system concept r :esented 
those which required the least number of satellites for continuous North 
Atlantic coverage. 
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Section 4 
SYSTEM SELECTION 
The analysis and evaluation of the candidate systems was predicated on (1) the ability 
to Ineet system performance; (2) the number and significance of equipment and opera-
tional complexities which would provide low reliability or high risk of failure; (3) the 
nmnber and significance of critical technologies which would entail the need for re-
search, development and experimentation before feasibility could be proved; (4) the 
power, weight and other reO'lirements reflected in systenl eosts; (5) the growth po-
tential of the system i.n meeting increasing traffic demands and additional services; 
(6) the ease with which the system could be expanded from North Atlantic to World-
wide coverage; and (7) the prospects of manufacturing user equipment at relatively 
low cost. 
Details of the analysis and evaluation of the candidate systems appear in Volume II of 
this final report. 
The culmination of all of these investigations is shown in Figure 4-1. This chart re-
flects the process of elimination which was employed to arrive at a preferred system. 
Starting from the left side of Figure 4-1, it can be seen that the ground equipmep.ts 
(consisting of Ground Control Centers, a Traffic Control complex and calibration and 
tracking stations) eliminated none of the systems. There wer-~ differences among. 
the candidates, but in the judgment of the evaluators, none of the differences was 
sufficiently important to rule out any system. 
A comparison of the space segments, however, eliminated Inany syst~ms; I and II 
entailed too high a technical risk for implementation by the mid-1970's. The dynamics 
of both satellite interferometer systems also imposed a questionable operational pr.o-
cedure requiring a calibration measurement to be conducted prior to each user p<;>s~ti(;m 
.4-1 
GROUND SPACE USER PREFERRED 
EQUIPIII1ENT SEGMENT EQUIPMENT SYSTEM 
TWO BASELINE > VERY HIGH INTERFEROMETER TECHNICAL RISK 
SPINNING > HIGH INTERFEROMETER TECHNICAL II RISK 
SWEPT FAN BEAMS ACCEPTABLE 
=-> EXTREME III SINGLE POWER VEHICLE MULTIPLE ANTENNAS 
SYNTHETIC > VELOCITY INTERFEROMETER REQUIREMENT IV MULTIPLE VEHICLES 
=> PULSE RANGING ACCEPTABLE HIGH PEAK V TWO VEHICLE POWER. TWO SYSTEM ANTENNAS 
> TONE RANGING ACCEPTABLE SOLID STATE VI TWO VEHICLE LOW POWER SYSTEM SINGLE ANTENNA 
> RANGE DIFFERENCE MUL TIPLE VI VEHICLES 
Figure 4-1. System Comparisons 
fix. Systems IV a~J.d VII were eliminated primarily on the basis that the relatively 
larger number of satellites (4 to 5) required for their respective space segments made 
these systems more costly. In addition, System IV placed an additional burden on the 
user equipment by requiring a measurement of user velocity. 
Of the remaining systems, System III was eliminated because the user transmitter power 
requirement was excessive (92 kW peak at 8 GHz) and not suitable for airborne applications. 
The survivors, System.s V and VI, are basically similar in overall configuration and con-
cept. They are range measuring systems requiring two satellites for North Atlantic 
service. 
The difference lies in the RF ranging techniqile. System V employs a high powered 
pulse (202 kW Peak at L-band) which is timed during its passage to the user and back, 
wheras System VI employs tones modulated on a CW carrier (peak and average power 
of 20 watts at L-band). System V requires two user antenna3 to separate the receive 
and transmit functions and a high power vacuum tube amplifier which is inherently less 
reliable than the relatively low power CW solid state transmitter of System VI. Thus, 
System VI, the tone ranging CW Nav /TC system, became the preferred choice among 
the candidate systems. 
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Section 5 
PREFERRED SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND EQUIPMENT DEFINITION 
The Nav IT C satellite candidate selected for further development combines a traffic 
monitoring function with a passive (self) navigation Inode in a single systeln without any 
extra equiplnent burden on the satellites or the users. In addition, voice and data 
comlnunication services were integrated with the position location functions to provide 
a complete traffic control facility for transoceanic aviation and marine users. 
The development of the overall system is summarized briefly in the following para-
graphs. 
5.1 RF SELECTION 
The four RF bands selected for analysis as offering some promise for a Nav ITC 
satellite system were VHF, L-band, C-band, and X-band, at nominal frequencies of 
150, 1600, 4000 and 8000 MHz respectively. The critical or Inost demanding RF links 
in all cases were those between the satellites and the users. Tradeoff analyses of user 
equipment state-'of-the-art, transmitter power requirements, ionospheric refraction, 
atmospheric attenuation and RF spectrum availability yielded the following results for 
the various channels of interest in this study. 
Nav IT C Position Location Signals - L-band at a nominal frequency of 1600 MHz offered 
the best compromise between position fix accuracy, equipment size and weight, and 
transmitter power requirements. Equipment state of the art was adequate at present 
and promised considerable improvement in solid state electronics by 1975. 
Nav /TC Data Channels - L-band offered the best compromise between equipment size 
and weight, transmitter power requirements, RF band availability, and compatibility 
with the Nav/TC position location signals. 
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Voice Channels - VHF at a nOlninal frequency of 150 MHz offered an acceptable choice 
from the point of view of present equiplnent state-of-the-art, low trans111itter power 
requirelnents, and compatibility with existing avionic equipment. For Inarine service, 
100 MHz is Inore applicable based on RF spectrmn allocation. 
The disadvantages of VHF are the bandwidth li111itations for future grO"wth, and the large 
size of the satellite and user antennas. For aircraft, particularly for the SST, a re-
quirmnent for a large antenna represents a disadvantage. 
L-band had Inodest sized antenna requirelnents which appeared particularly attractive 
for the aviation user. However, space translnission losses in this RF band, about 
t\VO orders of magnitude greater than at VHF, posed a probleln of high translnitter 
power requirements. This problem can be solved through the implementation of satel-
lite phased array antennas. This technique indicated low translnitter power require-
111ents and small lightweight equipment for the aircraft tenninals. 
These considerations added to the fact of more RF band availability than at VHF led to 
a recommendation of L-band for post-1975 voice communications. It entails, however, 
a requirmnent for the development of a spacecraft phase conjugating (retrodirective) 
array. 
C-band and X-band were rejected due to excessively high transmission path losses 
resulting in high transmitter power requirements or undesirably high antenna gains 
for the spacecraft to user links. 
5.2 POSITION LOCATION CONCEPT 
The principle involved in navigation by phase angle measurements is demonstrated 
in Figure 5-1. The Ground Control Center (GCC) continuously transmits an RF carrier 
modulated by a tone of lower frequency to Satellite A. There, the signal is frequency 
translated and repeated to a field of users on or near the Earth's surface. At any 
instant of time, points in the user field having the same line-of-sight range from the 
satellite will experience the same phase of the tone. 
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Figure 5-1. Phase Angle Navigation 
" 
This phase angle can be measured by comparison with an oscillator at the user location 
(passi ve navigation mode) which is in time synchronization with the GCC's oscillator, 
or by having the user transpond the signal back to the Gee (traffic monitoring or active 
mode) where the return signals can be compared with the generated signal. By con-
necting the points of equal phase in the user field, a surface of a sphere is generated 
with the satellite at the center. The intersection of this sphere with the surface of the 
Earth, or a geocentric sphere of known altitude, will result in a circular line of posi-
tion (LOP). By including a second satellite (B) in the system, a second LOP can be 
generated and the intersection of the two LOP's will result in the location of two points. 
It is assumed that sufficient data will be available to the Gee or navigator to determine 
which of the two points represents the user. For instance, if both satellites are in 
synchronous equatorial orbits, one point would be in the Northern Hemisphere and the 
other in the Southern Hemisphere. Ambiguities resulting from the existence of similar 
phase angle measurements in every lane also need to be resolved. 
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This can be done by adding tones of lower frequency until the equivalent range of the 
lowest tone (wavelength) is sufficiently long for non-alnbiguous position fixes. Figure 
5-2 illustrates the relationship of tone frequency to lane widths and range precision, the 
latter based on measuring phase angles to 50. Note that the traffic monitor mode lane 
widths and range precisions are one-half as long as the passive navigation Inode. This 
is due to the doubling of range for the RF signal in the Inonitor Inode. 
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Figure 5-2. Tone Ranging 
An important consideration at this point is the Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP), 
or the coefficient with which "range" errors are multiplied to obtain the equivalent 
"position" error in the user navigational plane (horizontal). For the system under 
study, GDOP did not exceed a value of 3.0 for the North Atlantic, and for the heavily 
travelled areas was well below 2. O. Range n1easurement precision, as a consequence, 
is required to be better than 1/3 nmi. 
FrOln Figure 5-2, a high tone of 8 kHz provides a range precision of .28 nmi (.517 km), 
sufficient to meet a requirement of 1 nmi (1. 85 km) position fix accuracy in the user's 
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na·'q;ational plane. This tone has a lane width of 20.4 nml (37.7 km), thus requiring 
the lower tone to have a range precision within this limit to assure that the correct high 
tone lane is identified during the position determination p:rocess. Practical equipment 
considerations, however, linlit the high to low tone ratio to approximately 16, indicat-
ing a low tone of 500 Hz. This tone provides a non-ambiguous lane width of 326 lllli 
(603 hm) and can be resolved to 4.5 nini (8.3 km), well within the fine tone lane require-
ments. As a growth feature additional tones can be added, such as a 64 KHz tone to 
provide 0.1 nmi (.185 km) position fix accuracies by the GCC without requiring any 
Inodifications to the satellite and user equipments, except for the special user who wants 
to take advantage of the higher precision. 
5.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
The accuracy to which a Nav ITC system can perform position measurements is a func-
tion of equipment parameters amenable to some control by the designer, such as 
translnitter powers, RF carrier and tone frequencies, bandwidth, oscillator stabilities, 
receiver noise and the like; and relatively non-controllable environmental factors such 
as RF refraction, absorption, Faraday rotation, multi path , noise sources frOln at-
Inospheric, cosmic and Inan-lnade interference, data input errors on satellite ephem-
erides, geodetic anomalies, and the limitations of geometry associated with satellite 
deployment and the translation of line-of-sight range measurements to coordinates in 
the user's navigation plane (GDOP). 
Table 5-1 contains the results of error analyses of the above factors, needed to de-
tennine the overall potential of the system. The sensitivity of propagation factors to 
elevation angle led to the presentation of range error data as a function of elevation 
angle. 
The individual error contributions are shown as variances about a predictable mean 
value. Two ionospheric models, Case A and Case B, are included in the table be-
cause of the difficulty in interpreting spatial and time variations of ion densities from 
existing data. Case B, based on a normal distribution, i~ considered to be conservative. 
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TABLE 5-1. SUMMARY OF RANGE ERROR VARIANCES 
AND RMS VALUES 
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I 
I (1'1) (Ill) 
1 134 Ill. :-
I 11n :lli. ~ 107 f :l:!.l; 
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Case A, based on a log-nornlal distribution, shows an optimistic estimate of the vari-
ance due to ionospheric refraction. The overall 01.' total system errors which appear in 
the last two columns are the RMS values of all the individual variances. 
Table 5-1 shows that an L-band systeln can provide range Ineasurement precisions on 
the order of 90 to 100 feet (approximately 30 Ineters) even at low elevation angles. 
The error sensitivity coefficients due to translation of the range errors into position 
errors in the navigation plane are influenced conSiderably by the relative location of 
the relay satellites. By spacing the synchronous satellites between 50 0 and GO 0 of arc, 
for instance, at 10 oW and 60 Ow Longitude in an equatorial orbit, the GDOP factor was 
kept below three within the region of interest (20 0 to 70 0 N Longitude) in the North 
Atlantic. 
Figure 5-3 shows a summary of p0sition errors in which range errors and GDOP's are 
cOlnbined to provide data meaningful to the navigator or traffic control center ~ Case A 
and Case B refer to the tv·o ionospheric models shown in Table 5-1. The user latitude 
curves show the GDOP coefficients to he small (less than 2.0) for, latitudes greater than 
20 0 • Between 20 0 and 10 0 latitude, there is a doubling of this coefficient, indicating 
its exporlential nature as the user approaches the equator . The effects of elevation 
angle are Inore apparent in Case B than in Case A, as would be expected. 
In summary, there are no fundamental limitations in the system for achieving naviga-
tion accuracies of O. 1 nmi. 
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5.4 DATA LINK REQUIREMENTS AND SELECTION 
A data channel is required frOlu the GCC to the user field in the traffic luonitoring 1110de 
to select a particular user (via a unique address code) and have his transluitter switched 
on automatically. In retu:;"n, the user needs to identify hiluself and transmit his ad-
dress and altitude to the GCC. Also, the presence of the data link provides an excellent 
opportunity for cOluluunicating other routine data. 
Tradeoff analyses of the link power budget, message length, equipment inlpleluentation 
and ease of data handling led to the selection of PSK coding of the low tone (500 Hz) 
for the data stream. A bit rate of 100 bps appeared adequate for a two second luessage 
which corresponded to the traffic luonitoring interrogation interval for each user. The 
message content selected is shown in Table 5-2. 
TABLE 5-2. DATA REQUIREMENTS 
Message Bits 
Synchronization 4 
Address 16 
Format 7 
Position and Altitude 96 
Weather 50 
Other 17 
TOTAL 190 
For the passive user, the data message is broadcast to the field and is comprised 
entirely of data and advisories, including updated satellite ephemeris information. 
5.5 POSITION LOCATION AND DATA CHANNELS 
Figure 5-4 shows a simplified schematic of the RF links for traffic monitoring and 
passive navigation. The GCC transmits on frequencies f1 and f2 to satellites 1 and 2 
respectively. After frequency shifting 5 Satellites 1 and 2 transmit f3 and f4 to the 
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Figure 5-4. Position Location and Data Links for Traffic Control 
and Passive Navigation 
field of users. The "active" user receives only f4 and transponds f3 to both satellites. 
and requires only one receiver and transmitter channel. Satellites 1 and 2 frequency 
translate and return signals f7 and f6 respectively to the GCC. 
The passive user receives both f3 and f4 where both signals terminate. 
A sample power budget of the above channels appears in Figure 5-5. The four blocks 
at the top of the figure represent the forward path link. For a passive navigation 
function, the link terminates with the user receiver. For the surveillance mode, the 
link continues through the return path as depicted by the bloc'ks in the bottOln portion 
of the figure. The GCe-to-satellite links can be compared to hard wire connections. 
The conlbined satellite-to-user link antenna gains were degraded by approximately 6 
dB in this analysis to simulate the case where the user is on the fringe of the half-power 
envelopes of the antennas. The user signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB is primarily intended 
for the data link, to ensure a very low probability of error. It is more than adequate for 
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the tone phase Ineasurement precision requirelnents. The RF translnitter power 
requirelnents at the spacecraft, with an earth coverage antenna bealn, are 20 watts 
for the user link and 10 watts for the GCC link. The user RF transmitter power re-
quirements, with a hemispherical beam antenna looking upward, is 20 watts .. 
. . 
5.6 VOICE REQUIREMENTS 
At the present time, aircraft traversing the North Atlantic routinely report their posi-
tion and other status information every twenty to thirty Ininutes via existing ground to 
air communication links. The satellite position monitoring and data link system de-
scribed above automatically pro'/ides this information to the GCC at least once every 
ten Ininutes, if not Inort: often. This results in considerable relief of the need for 
voice messages by the &.viation user. Instead, voice Inessages can be relegated to 
non -routine information and advisories. A rational set of requirements for voice 
operations can be generated on the following basis: 
1. Aircraft - Three voice messages per transoceanic flight would allow the pilot 
to report in after entering the oceanic area beyond line of sight of ground sta-
tions, in mid-course, and on the end leg of his journey. Additionally,. non-
planned calls may be required by a pilot experiencing difficulties short of an 
elnergency. These situations will occur rather infrequently. A Ine~sage 
duration of 1 minute appe'lrs adequate based on estimates of current practices 
and amount of pertinent information transmitted in a single message. 
2. Maritime Users - One call per vessel per day would suffice for an initial 
system, approximating the goals of the AMVER service. Fishing vessels were 
not routinely included for the 1970' s, and it was assumed that survey and 
other special marine users would make more frequent calls. 
3. Search and Rescue - A separate, clear emergency channel was indicated. 
The voice requirements for the Nav/TC system are summarized in Table 5-3. 
The channel loading of 40% for aviation allows for growth in the number of voice mes-
sages and/or call duration. It also provides some flexibility for those users desiring 
to make more frequent calls. It should be kept in mind that all these estimates are 
based on peak load conditions. 
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TABLE 5-3. VOICE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NAV/TC SYSTEM 
Aviation 
Peak Load 
Peak Time Call Frequency 
Peak Call Density 
Call Duration 
Channel Provision for Messages 
Channel Loading 
Mean Waiting Time for Access 
Clear EmJ)rgency Channel Provision 
Total Channels 
Maritilne 
Load 
Call Frequency 
Call Density 
Call Duration 
Channel Provision 
Channel Loading 
Mean Waiting Tilnes for Access 
170 Subsonic 20 Supersonic A/C 
3/Flight 
120/Hour 
60 Seconds 
5 
40% 
Less Than 10 Seconds 
1 
6 
4300 Merchant Marine - 60 Other 
l/Day 
240/Hour 
60 Seconds 
6 
70% 
15 - 20 Seconds 
- Up to 4/Day 
The Inarine user has a channel loading of approximately 70%, but events on an ocean 
vessel do not materialize as rapidly as they Inay on an aircraft, and a wait of 20 seconds 
to a minute is tolerable. Also, provisions can be made for the marine user to borrow 
one or two channels from the aviation systenl during off-peak periods. This would 
entail providing additional channels to the marine user and requiring a high degree of 
discipline in their use. 
5.7 VOICE SYSTEM SELECTION 
Modulation/Detection Techniques - Three modulation techniques were analyzed for the 
L-band voice links. They included Amplitude Modulation (AM), Frequency Modulation 
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(FM) and Pulse-Position Modulation (PPM). The receiver detection Inethods which 
were evaluated included standard limiter-discrinlinators, FM-Feedback, and phase 
lock loops (PLL). Voice processing was confined to those techniques which resulted 
in good quality communications in terms of word intelligibility and speaker identification. 
Of the three Inodulation schelnes, FM was selected as the preferred choice on the basis 
that it provided the best combination of high noise suppression, good voice quality, 
Inoderate power, improved operation with PLL or : MFB receivers, and equiplnent 
state of the art as typified by operation with satellite hard limiting repeaters. AMwas rejected 
because it has poor noise suppression and requires as much or more pnwer as FM except with 
heavily clipped speech. PPM was rejected because it also requires more power than FM ex-
ceptwhen the signal is heavily clipped speech as in AM. This type of speech is characterized 
by relatively poor voice recognition and adds a harsh quality to voice transmission. 
Since conservation of power was of prilne importance in the selection of the detection 
Inethod, PLL or FMFB receivers offered the best choice for the user equipments. 
Also, SOlne degree of voice clipping offered further ilnprovelnents in signal processing 
gain without sacrificing Inuch in quality. Table 5-4 summarizes the voice parameters 
which were evaluated to arrive at a final signal design. On the basis of previous tests 
and demonstrations, it was concluded that a 12 dB clipped medium "quality" voice was 
entirely adequate for the Nav /TC system. This is typified by 75% word intelligibility 
or practically cOlnplete phrase intelligibility. 
Satellite to User Voice Link - At L-band a severe transmitter power problem exists 
for the voice links between the synchronous satellites and users if the antenna designs 
associated with the navigation and data signals are used. These narrow band signals 
required modest powers with satellite earth coverage antennas of 19 dB gain couple~ 
with hemispherical beam user antennas of 3 dB gain. 
There is a preference from an operational viewpoint not to alter the user antennas, 
particularly for the aviation user. The elimination of mid-ocean antenna beam switch-
ing and the assurance that acquisition of a spacecraft voice link could be readily 
., 
, -
TABLE 5-4. VOICE QUALITY PARAMETERS BASED 
ON CLIPPING LEVEL 
-
Parameter High Mediu111 Low Remarks Quality Quality Quality 
Degree of Clipping (dB) 0 12 30 Speaker identifi-
cation is difficult 
with 30 dB clip-
ping 
Base bandwidth, b (kHz) 3.0 2.7 2.25 
SNR after detection (dB) 24.0 15.5 10.0 Peak voice/RMS 
noise 
CNR in equivalent AM 11 9 8 Phase locked 
bandwidth, 2b (dB) receiver 
Modulation index (m) 1.8 0.8 0.5 To get necessary 
FM improvement 
with minimum 
threshold CNR 
, 
IF bandwidth (B) (kHz) 23.2 18 16.6 B = 2B (m+1) + 
freq. drifts 
Word Intelligibility 80 75 70 Approximate 
(% AS) 
achieved for wide variations of aircraft attitude or direction was a btrong inducement 
to maintain a hemispherical beam antenna. Also, one L-band user antenna would 
suffice for all Nav /TC functions. 
The alternative was to increase the spacecraft antenna gain, but to incorporate a 
self-steering feature so that the antenna beam could be pointed to any user on the earth 
without loss of earth surveillance. The L-band retro-directive phased array design 
described in the following section achieves the dosired performance with modest 
weight, size and power requirements in the spacecraft. The satellite to user link 
power budget in Table 5-5 shows that the selected 30 dB spacecraft antenna requires 
17 watts of transmitter power per voice channel based on a 6 dB receiver noise figure 
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TABLE 5-5. SATELLITE TO USER VOICE LINK PO\VEH BUDGET 
!<'requency (nominally) 1560 MHz 
Path loss 188.9 dB 
Scan edge loss 3.0 dB User normally at bealn center 
Polarization loss 0.3 dB 5 dB user ellipticity 
Relay degradation 0.4 dB Noise in down link 
Multipath fading 0.5 dB "Shaped" antenna 
Aircraft cable loss, etc.* 1.0 dB 
Total losses 194.1 dB 
User gain 0.0 dB 
Spacecraft gain 30.0 dB 
Total link gain -164.1 dB 
User receiver noise level -158.2 dBW 6 dB noise figure receiver 
and 9. 5 kHz modulation bandwidth 
Desired SiN ratio at user** 6.5 dB 
Hence radiated power 12.4dBW 
17 watts 
* Preamplifier at antenna 
** In 9. 5 kHz bandwidth 
and voice signal characteristics typified by the" Medium Quality" channel in Table 5-4. 
The return link frOln user to satellite is approximately the same. 
For the maritilne service, the user antenna gain can be increased to 10 dB without any 
notable inconvenience in operation. With a fixed antenna, one satellite would be in the 
antemla beam even at the extreme fringes of the North Atlantic coverage area (70 oN 
latitude). However, the maritime operator has plenty of tilne to steer the antenna 
since he can note his coordinates relative to the stationary satellites on a continuous 
basis, and have the antenna pointing in the correct direction at all times. Updating 
once per day would be more than sufficient. The spacecraft RF transmitter pow~r for 
the maritime voice link now becomes 2 watts per channel, a substantial savings in 
spacecraft subsystem weight and cost. 
The Nav ITC system, as configured in this study, splits the total capacity of the voice 
channels as well as the position location functions between the two spacecraft. The 
5-15 
vehicles are thus identical, facilitating systeln production and repair and providing 
some degree of redundancy. 
Table 5-6 shows a summary of the voice service RF characteristics of each satellite 
of the aircraft and Inarine users. Each satellite provides three "push-to-talk" simplex 
channels for the aviation users and three separate silnplex channels for the marine 
users. The total system capability is six channels for each user class. 
TABLE 5-6. SUMMARY OF VOICE SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS 
Nav /TC UHF Voice COlnmunications 
Satellite 
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM) 
2. Frequencies: 
Transmit: 
Receive: 
1540-1560 MHz* 
1640-1660 MHz 
3. Power: 17 watts net (RF) each 
of 3 chalmels per 
satellite 
4. Antenna: Earth coverage scan, 
30 dB retro-array 
Nav /TC UHF Voice Communications 
Satellite 
1. Hard Limiting Repeater (FM) 
2. Frequencies: 
Transmit: 1540-1560 MHz 
Receive: 1640-1660 MHz 
3. Power: 2 watts net (RF) , each 
of 3 channels per 
satellite 
4. Antenna: Earth coverage scan 
30 dB retro-array 
Aircraft Users 
User (Aircraft) 
1. Antenna: 0 dB net gain for elevation 
angle s above 5 0 
2. Transmitter: 20 watts (RF) pilot, 17 
watts (RF) translnission 
required (34 watts pre-
ferable for extra margin) 
Maritime Users 
User (Ships) 
1. Antenna; 10 dB net gain 
2. Transmitter: 2 watts (RF) pilot, 2 
watts (RF) transmission 
required (4 watts pre-
ferable for extra margin) 
*These frequency allocations are tentative. There would be some separation 
between the Aviation and Maritime assignments. 
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Retrodirective (Phase Conjugating) Array - The retrodirective array operates as a 
highly directional antenna which forlns a transmit and/or receive bean1 in the direc-
tion of an inco111ing pilot signal. The array is c0111prised of individual elements or 
antennules, each with coverage equivalent to the overall steering require111ents (earth 
coverage or ±9° in the present case). The narrow beam corresponding to the C0111-
bined antennule outputs is formed and steered electronically using sepH.rate trans-
ponders at each antennule. The pilot signal transInitted by the potential user provides 
a ):eference for phase conjugation at each antelllule so that the beam is directed back 
towards the user. This technique also allows the forn1ation of 111ultiple beams (several 
si111ultaneous users) by the addition of suitable circuitry at the transponders. 
The overall gain is approxilnately equal to the individual antennule gain (19 dB) Inulti-
plied by the nUll1ber of antennules. A failure of one ante1l1lule does not destroy the 
array perfor111ance, but simply reduces the overall gain proportionally. Also, the 
array performance is not dependent upon the 111aintenance of precise array geOlnetry. 
The pilot tone acquisition network is provided in one antennule only, the required sig-
nal stre1l5th for pilot acquisition being roughly equivalent to the voice RF power (ap-
proxi111ately 20 watts for the aviation user and 2 watts for the marine user). The 
transponder at each antennule in the spacecraft array requires a separate signal 
processor for each voice channel. For a six channel system the intermodulation loss 
nlay reach 2 dB, raising the per channel transmitter power demand from 17 watts to 
26 watts of RF power for the aviation links and from 1. 7 watts to 3 watts for the 
marine Unks. 
Figure 5-6 shows two views of an antemlule. Each Rntennule has a sub-array of 16 
dipoles and would measure about 2 ft by 2 ft in the design discussed above. The oper-
ational spacecraft antenna array requires 16 antennules for an overall gain of 30 dB. 
Voice Links Between Satellites and Ground Control Center - The navigation and data 
link signals (see Figure 5-4) are served by 37-dB, L-band antennas at the Ground 
5-17 
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Figure 5-6 Antennule 
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Control Center, one for each satellite. The same antennas are the logical choices 
for serving the voice links also. For the satellites, only one antennule or earth cov-
erage antenna is required to complete these links. The combined antenna gains add up 
to 56 dB, or 26 dB greater than the satellite-to-user links. This reduces the satellite 
transmitter RF power requirements for the return voice links to the GCe to approxi-
mately 0.1 watt per channel. Providing an allowance of 1 watt per channel assures a 
hard link, but this does not have to be separately budgeted in the spacecraft power 
subsystem design because in a two-way simplex voice operation the forward or back-
ward channels are activated alternately. 
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Section 6 
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT IMPLEMENTATION 
Figure 6-1 shows a schenlatic of the overall Nav/TC systelll and indicates inlportant 
features of the RF link ternlinals which provide the total system capabn~ties of posi-
tion locstion (active and passive), narrow band data and voice channels. The satellites 
are in synchronous equatorial orbits located at 100W and 60 oW longitude. 
6Q 1 SPACECRAFT 
The operational spacecraft configuration, defined in greater detail in Figure 6-2, is 
three-axis stabilized and has all operational antennas facing the earth. The telemetry 
and conlnland antennas are, of course, omni-directional. The solar arrays, which 
100 bps DATA LINK 
NAVIGATION FIELD 
30 dB RETRO ARRAY (VOICE) 
19 dB ANTENNA (POSITION LOCATION) 
26 W (VOICE) TO AI RCRAFT 
3 W RF (VOICE) TO SHIPPING 
6 FM VOICE CHANNELS 
100 bps DATA LINK 
20 W RF (POSITION LOCATION) TO USER 
10 W RF (POSITION LOCATION) TO GCC 
760 LB/760 W DC EACH 
SINGLE ATLAS-CENTAUR-BURNER II 
Figure 6-1. Total System Capability 
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generate 750 watts of DC power, are designed to track the sun by rotating in synchro-
nisIn. The on-board propulsion subsystem is designed to correct orbit insertion 
errors and to maintain the satellite station in longitude for a period of five years. The 
position location-data subE'ystem antenna has earth coverage (19 dB), and the voice 
subsystem antenna is a 16 antennule retro-directive phased array (30 dB). 
326 Ib 138 W 
25 Ib 
84 Ib 20 W 
85 Ib 
251b 14 W 
781b 
POSITION LOCATION 44 Ib 119 W 
EQUIPMENT 
VOICE EQUIPMENT ~Q Ib 464 W 
757 Ib 755 W 
Figure 6-2. Spacecraft 
Each spacecraft weighs about 750 pounds, and both spacecraft can be inserted into 
orbit with one Atlas-Centaur-Burner II launch vehicle. A preliminary estimate of 
the nOlninal life of the operational spacecraft is between 3 and 5 years. The phased 
array is literally comprised of 16 earth coverage antennas. This results in a grace-
ful failure mode since any antennule failure merely reduces the overall array gain by 
1/16th and the RF power by 1/16 also. 
The communications equipment is amenable to techniques of redundant design with 
relatively low penalties in weight and cost. 
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6.2 USER EQUIPlVIENTS 
A SU111111ary of the weights and De power requirements of the L-band aviation user 
equiplnents is shown in Figure 6-3. The voice package is comprised of one P LL 1'e-
ceiYer and one transmitter with selectivity for six channels. The self-navigation 
(passhre) package requires a 1:\vo channel phase lock loop (P LL) receiver, a stable 
crystal reference clock in synch1'onisln with the Gee tones generator, tune phase 
angle C0111parators, a 2000-word storage capacity C0111puter! a data decoder, and a 
position and data display? 
REFERENCE 
OSCILLATOR 
DATA 
INDI-
CATOR 
COMPUTER 
TRANS-
MITTER RECVR. 
TWO CHANNEL 
RECEIVER & DECODER 
TRANS 
MITTER 
VOICE 
WT. 
TRANSMITTER 30 Ib 
RECEIVER 151b 
451b 
NAVIGATION 
DC 
POWER 
200W 
60W 
260W 
RECEIVERS 
REF.OSC. 
DATA IND. 
COMPUTER 
~ 
ANTENNA 
DlpLEXEA 
1 
T 
.. 
I 
DC 
WT. POWER 
16 Ib 76 W 
161b 17 W 
1 n) 2W 
131b 47 W 
46 Ib 142 W 
-
,J 
ANTENNA 
WT. 
2 lb. 
3 lb. 
51b. 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
WT. 
TRANSMITTER 51b 
RECEIVER 81b 
131b 
Figure 6-3. Aviation User Equipments 
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The traffic 1110nitoring package requires a single channel receiver and transmitter l 
a decoder and encoder for the data link, and a data display. One antenna with a lllUlti-
plexer can serve all of the receive-transnlit functions. A flush llloullted, circularly 
polarized! helllispherical beam (looking upward) antenna was selected to avoid switch-
ing operations in flight. The design depicted in Figure 6-3 is a slotted dipole, cavity 
backed unit with two pairs of slots measuring approxilnately 10 inches on a side. 
The marine user equipments shown in Figure 6-4 are essentially the same as those 
for the aviation user with the exception that a 10 dB voice antenna relaxes the power 
requirements of the transmitters. This category of user can also use hand computa-
tions and charts in lieu of a digital computer in order to determine his own position. 
TRANS· 
MITTER RECVR. 
VOICE 
DC 
WT. POWER 
TRANSMITTER 151b 40W 
RECEIVER 151b 60W 
30lb 100 W 
OSCILLATOR INDICATOR 
TWO CHANNEL 
RECEIVER & DECODER 
NAVIGATION 
DC 
WT. POWER 
RECEIVERS 
REF.OSC. 
DATA IND. 
16 Ib 
16 Ib 
1 Ib 
WT. 
6 Ib 
3 Ib 
9 Ib 
76 W 
17 W 
2W 
95 W 
TRANS· 
MITTER 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
WT. 
DC 
POWER 
TRANSMITTER 51b 10 W 
RECEIVER 81b 38 W 
131b 48W 
I 
Flo!4 
Figure 6-4. Marine User Equipments 
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6.3 GROUND CONTROL CENTER EQUIPMENT 
A simplified sketch of the GCC instrumentation for the nominal functions of the Nav/ 
TC system is shown in Figure 6-5. The satellite links are served by two 37 dB-gain 
antennas (18-ft diameter) with beamwidths of 2.7°. RF translnitter power require-
Inents are very 1110dest, on the order of 5 watts or less. A comlllon frequency stan-
dard is utilized to generate the CW tones and carrier frequencies which are trans-
11litted continuously to both satellites. An atomic frequency standard is recommended 
to fulfill the passive navigation delnands. These require high levels of long term 
stability which can be met readily by cesium or rubidiUln clocks. 
The Nav/TC surveillance functions commence with an interrogation of a user by 11leans 
of the digital data channel (PSK of low tone). This message is translllitted through 
one of the satellites. Two seconds are allowed for each user position fix, thus pro-
viding approximately 1800 position fixes per hour using a simple sequential interroga-
tion scheme. The GCC receiver for the returned signals from the user elllploys a 
phase-lock-loop demodulator silnilar to that of the user. To acquire the return bursts. 
the GCC receiver must perform a search-and-track operation every interrogation 
period since each user has a unique doppler frequency offset. This shift can be as 
high as ± 5 kHz for a 1600 MHz carrier and a Mach 3 aircraft. However, this 
DISPLAY 
ANTENNAS 
FREQ. (18' DIA. PARABOLIC) 
DECODER STANDARD 
Figure 6-5. Ground Equipments 
6-5 
potential uncertainty is reduced to less than 100 Hz by user instrumentation desig11 or 
prior knowledge of user traffic patterns, as would be the case during normal operation. 
After aequisition and demodulation the phase angles of the extracted tones are conlpared 
in the signal processor with the refere'lce tones to provide inputs to the cOlnputer. 
The decoded data link provides the identification and altitude data necessary for a 
position determination. 
It is visualized that voice communications will be cmployed on a scheduled or disci-
plined basis, except for non-routine events which need to be reported quickly. The 
voice channels can be activated at the GCC or by the user. The GCC can originate a 
voice link by addressing the desired user through the data linJ.( provided for the position 
location functions. The GCC can de.signate the channel assigl1l11ent or the user can 
1110nitor the available channels (since he can listen in on all channels) and select one 
that is not being used at the moment. 
It is feasible with the voice communication SyStelll described in Section 5.8 to divide 
the North Atlantic into two sectors, each covered vdth a 30 dB antenna bealll. Half of 
the voice channels can be assigned to each sector, thus elilllinating problems of mutual 
interference. The beamwidth of a 30 dB gain antenna is 5 ~ and at synchronous equa-
torial orbit would cover an area of about 2000 miles in diameter on the earth's sur-
face. Thus; two contiguous beams would cover the entire North Atlantic. 
The voice equipn1ent design is essentially the same as that for the users except that 
1110re equipn1ents and operators are required at the GCC. 
One of the important asl)ects of the GCC, which is not revealed in Figure 6 -5, is that 
general computers, large displays, a ground communication network, and per;pheral 
equip111ent are required to make u..:;e of the massive amount of data generated by the 
Nav/TC system. Services provided could include continuous tracking of aircraft using 
projections between position fixes, potential collision hazard computations, the gen-
eration of new flight paths for users in danger, meteorological displays over travel 
6-6 
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routes, search and rescue data dissenlination, and other functions useful to traffic 
control. These itelns were beyond the scope of the present study, but should be ex-
anlined in future investigations to evaluate the full potential of the Nav /TC system 
discussed herein. 
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Section 7 
SYSTEM COSTS 
Developlnent and implenlentation costs for the full operational system are sumlnarized 
in Table 7-1. For the spacecraft, the electronically steerable array for voice com-
munications constitutes the only item which has not been demonstrated in flight. The 
technology for its development is present state-of-the-art. The other spacecraft sub-
systenls and components have been incorporated in one form or another in other satel-
lite systems and have performed successfully in space missions. 
The cost of developing the space segment and placing two operational spacecraft in 
orbit is estimated at $39 million. 
Two Ground Control Centers are visualized for the operational system, one in the U. S. 
and one in Europe, at a cost for equipment of $1. 0 million each excluding displays. 
The allowance for buildings and other general facilities is $1. 9 million. The three 
trilateration stations are essentially sets of user equipments (traffic surveillance pack-
age) enhanced with 10 dB antennas. The total cost of $0.2 million shown includes 
facilities and additional instrumentation for synchronization of the satellite navigation 
signals. The total for the ground segment is approximately $4 million, not a significant 
item in the overall system. 
The user equipment costs are shown separately in Table 7-2 since these costs will un-
doubtedly be borne by the potential user. These are projected estimates to 1975 based 
on production runs of more than 1, 000 sets and do not reflect development, installation 
or service costs. The line item packages correspond to the equipment sets shown in 
Figures 6-3 and 6-4. The traffic surveillance and voice receiver-transmitter packages 
each are estimated to cost about $5000. The basic aircraft antenna will cost only a few 
hundred dollars to manufacture, but due to the uncertainties in installation andmodifi-
cation costs in order to accommodate specific aircraft, this price was not specifically 
identified. The passive navigation package, including a digital computer, is estimated 
to cost about $15,000. 
7-1 
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TABLE 7-1. SYSTEM COST 
Spacecraft Development Including Prototype 
Flight Spacecraft (2) 
Booster (1) 
Cost to Operation 
Cost for Replenishnlent (2 Spacecraft & Booster) 
* Ground Control (2) 
Trilateration Stations (3) 
Facility 
Cost to Operation 
*Equipnlent only, excluding display 
TABLE 7-2. USER EQUIPMENT COSTS 
Aviation 
Traffic Control Equiplnent 
Navigation Equipment 
Traffic Control/Navigation Equipment 
Voice Equipment 
* Antenna & Di plexer 
Marine 
Traffic Control Equipment 
Navigation/Traffic Control Equipment 
Voice Equipment 
* Antenna Diplexer 
*Installation Costs Not Included 
$ Million 
15 
11 
13 
39 
24 
2.0 
0.1 
1.9 
4 
$ 4,400 
14,000 
15,100 
6,000 
500 
4,400 
9,100 
5,000 
800 
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Section 8 
GRO\VTH POTENTIAL AND ADDITIONAL APPUCATIONS 
An attractive aspect of the Nav /TC systenl configured for this study is the evolutionary 
capacity of the system to provide growth in terms of additional users, increased cover-
age, and additional services. 
1. Increased traffic capacity can be ach:,:wed through the addition of Nav/TC 
channels, or increasing systenl transl11itter po-weI' and reducing the time 
interval for a position fix. Additional voice channels "vould require a space-
craft with larger power generating capacity. 
2. Total coverage between 20 0 to 70 ° North Latitude and 20 0 to 70 0 South 
Latitude can be acconlplished with the addition of four synchronous equatorial 
satellites to the two for the Atlantic region, resulting in a 6 satellite system. 
The region between 10° to 20° latitudes would provide degraded position fix 
accuracy (2 to 3 nliles), and over the belt around the equator users would 
still he provided longitude fixes. Voice and data conll11unications would cover 
the entire region froln 70° North to 70° South latitudes. 
3. Search and Rescue operations can be served simply by tieing in SAR agencies 
to the traffic control conlmunications systmn. 
4. OceanogTaphic surveys require navigation precisions on the order of 0.1 nlni 
or better. The addition of higher tones to the Nav /TC navigation signals can 
provide greater precision. The principal limitation to accuracy is the error 
caused by ionospheric refraction, and satellite position uncertainties. Both 
of these errors are substantially reduced for relative position fixes within a 
thousand miles or less. 
5. Collision Avoidance is made possible through frequent user fixes by the Ground 
Control Center (GCC). A traffic control center can analyze flight patteTns to 
deterl11ine whether a collision potential exists, and can give appropriate in-
structions to the users in danger. In addition the existence of a common RF 
grid over the Atlantic provides an opportunity for users to transmit their 
positions to other users in their vicinity, thus offering a Proximity Warning 
Indication (PWI) system. 
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Section 9 
REQUIRED DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPERIMENTS 
The technology itenlS which require development and test to meet a 1975 operational 
schedule are: 
1. Spacecraft electronically steerable antenna (retro-directive phased array) at 
L-band. 
2. User aircraft L-band antenna. 
3. Efficient sDlid state L-band transmitters. 
4. Low cost user precision reference oscillator. 
UHF solid state components have been developed which are applicable to the phased 
array above, but the antenna system requires additional design and development. The 
user antenna design is not considered~difficult, but particular attention must be paid to 
nlultipath rejection. 
Present day solid state L-band transmitters are approaching conversion efficiencies 
of 20%. Any increase in the efficiency of these components will result in considerable 
power savings to the spacecraft system and be reflected in less weight, volume and 
cost. 
Advertised precision crystal oscillators with stabilities of 5 x 10-11 per 24 hour period 
are currently priced around $3000. (1) This cost is directly charged against the passive 
user. It is one of the more costly items in the passive user package. The need to 
develop an inexpensive precision crystal oscillator for the general user is self evident. 
Laboratory and field experiments need to be conducted with all of the major develop-
ment items with emphasis on the effects of multipath, natural and man-made RF inter-
ference, doppler and d?ppler rates between the satellite and user (especially during 
(1 )Ref. Section 1. 2 of Volume IV of this report. 
9-1 
maneuvers), ionospheric refraction and elevation angles. Satellite tests are required 
ultimately to evaluate system perfornlance in a realistic environnlent. 
A recommended spacecraft test configuration for fully demonstrating both Inultiple 
voice and position fix plus data functions is shown schematically in Figure 9-1. This 
systenl provides Nav /TC services to the user field that are up to operational standards 
with the exception that only 1\;'10 voice channels per spacecraft al'e provided instead of 
six. The satellite phased array has been limited to eight antennules and the reduction 
in antenna gain has been cOlnpensated by increasing the transmitter power. The user 
equipnlent requirements are identical to that of the operational system. 
9-2 
• 100 bps DATA LINK 
• NAVIGATION FIELD 
• 2 FM VO'ICE CHANNELS 
• 100 bps DATA LINK 
e 27 dB RETRO ARRAY (VOICE) 
• 19 dB ANTENNA (P.L.) 
• 42W RF (VOICE) to AIRCRAFT 
• 4W RF (VOICE) TO SHIPPING 
• 20W RF (P,L.) TO USERS 
• 10W RF (P.L.) TO GCC 
• 540 LB/480W DC EACH 
• SINGLE ATLAS-CE~TAUR'BURNER~ 
Fig'Ur~ 9-1. Experimental System Capability 
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The estimated space segnlent costs for this test configuration is as follows: 
R&D, including one prototype $11 million 
Two flight nlodels 8 
Booster 13 
Total $ 32 Inillion 
The launch of just one of these spacecraft would still provide the generation of lines of 
position (although not complete fixes) and would also verify voice equipment operation. 
Considerable economy would result from reduced flight hardware and booster costs, 
being approxilnately $22 million instead of $32 million as shown above. 
Another recommended test configuration for dmnonstra.ting the position fix plus data 
functions is depicted in Figure 9-2. 
.100 bps DATA LINK 
• NAVIGATION FIELD 
.100 bps DATA LINK 
.TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE 
.19 dB ANTENNA FOR DATA, TRAFFIC 
SURVEILLANCE, NAVIGATION, COMMAND 
AND TELEMETRY . 
• 20 W RF FOR DATA AND POSITION LINK 
TO USER 
.10 W RF FOR DATA AND POSITION LIN K 
TO GCC 
.180 W DC PER SPACECRAFT 
.330 Ib PER SPACECRAFT 
.TWO THOR·DELTA-TE 364 LAUNCHES 
Figure 9-2. L-Band Data/L-Band Position Location 
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This spacecraft is spin stabilized although a despun earth coverage antenna is used for 
the Nav/TC links. The spacecraft weight is only 330 pounds and all subsystenls and 
components are of conventional design. Estimated costs for the space seglnent are as 
follows: 
R&D, including one prototype $ 6 million 
Two flight models 4 
Two boosters 8 
Total $18 million 
This test configuration is particularly attractive for a full demonstration of the navi-
gation - traffic surveillance - data relay functions. It also has one-half the price tag 
of the previous system. 
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Section 10 
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions drawn from this study can be summarized as follows: 
1. An operational Nav/TC system for the North Atlantic is feasible for 1975 
and beyond. It can meet all of the anticipated requirements for traffic con-
trol and safety. 
2. The position fix functions are served most effectively by a two satellite rang-
ing system using L-band carriers with CW tones. A data link can be readily 
and simply added by PSK modulation of one of the ranging tones. 
3. Voice communications at L-band provide for growth capability and the link 
power problems can be solved with electronically steer able satellite antelmas, 
allowing the aviation user to be free from antenna pointing operations. 
4. The development of a spacecraft retrodirective phase conjugating array is 
already underway for the NASA Data Relay Satellite ProgralnQ Additional 
developments leading to flight experinlents are recommended for the Nav /TC 
applications. 
5. Aviation user L-band antennas need to be developed to provide multipath re-
jection and good upward beam gain characteristics. This type of development 
is closely linked to the shape and physical characteristics of individual air-
craft. 
6. A low cost highly stable crystal oscillator would improve the user cost IJicture 
for the passive navigator. This type of development would entail exploiting 
recent gains in precision clock technology. 
7. Experiments or tests are required to demonstrate the performance of develop-
mental items in the laboratory, in the field and in spacecraft. An important 
aspect of these tests would be to build user confidence iIi the reliability of the 
Nav /TC satellite system in an operational environment. 
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